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Partner Appreciation:  American Waterjet Cutting 
American Waterjet Cutting (AWC) is a longtime, honored partner of PrISUm. Based out of Winfield, 

Iowa, AWC offers precision CNC waterjet cutting services for a variety of materials. We asked Galen 

Thomson of AWC what set AWC apart. He said, “AWC has capacity that surpasses most other      

waterjet shops. We can cut any material up to 10 inches thick 

and our largest table can handle material up to 6'x24' in width 

and length. Additionally, we have a dynamic head allowing 

us to cut parts with near zero taper as compared to traditional 

waterjet cutting.” 

“We enjoy partnering with       

PrISUm because we like to help 

the next generation of engineers 

and designers to reach their       

potential. Being exposed to a variety of methods to accomplish a goal is 

a great way for students to learn the ropes.” AWC’s contributions to 

Penumbra included cutting aluminum suspension parts, battery box 

components, the trunk floor, carbon fiber bulkheads and more. Their 

services helped the team make strong, lightweight components out of a  variety of stock and allowed 

us to quickly integrate them due to their rapid turnaround time.  

While AWC has been one of PrISUm’s most dependable         

sponsors, AWC provides support to numerous other entities. 

AWC helps local schools by offering their services and financial 

support. They also provide services to other Iowa State            

organizations such as SAE – Formula, the robotics club, and    

others. 

PrISUm cannot thank American Waterjet Cutting enough for the 

numerous times they have helped us in times of need to ensure 

our projects are completed. AWC has been a continuous          

supporter of PrISUm, manufacturing quality components of past cars (dating back to 2007) and      

Penumbra. Thank you for supporting our mission to change the paradigm of transportation and      

inspire future generations to pursue their passions through education. 

Matt Goode teaching young students about 

WaterJet Cutting and materials all in one 

trunk floor piece on SunRun99 

Just a few of the components made possible 

by AWC 

SUNDIAL 



The American Solar Challenge is a multi-day cross-country 

race for solar cars that occurs every two years. This event 

showcases collegiate solar cars from all over the United 

States, even featuring international teams. The routes differ 

each time; this year PrISUm will be traveling along the       

Oregon Trail. Starting in Omaha, NE., we will end in Bend, 

OR.  

The American Solar Challenge (ASC) is a difficult test of car reliability, 

crew teamwork, and strategic planning. This year even more so, as 

we take Penumbra through the flatness of Nebraska, the Rocky 

Mountains, and (potentially) rainy Oregon. Because of this, PrISUm 

has been working diligently to have a focus on strategy.   

ASC has a great history of wonderful events that showcase solar cars. 

This year will be no different. PrISUm is proud to have competed in 

each American Solar Challenge, since the very beginning. With such a 

legacy, we strive to represent Iowa State, Iowa, and all of our        

sponsors to the best of our ability, in engineering and sportsmanship. 

New Changes to the Leadership Team 

The new semester brought new changes to the leadership team. Agostino 

LoBello (last semester’s project director) has taken a co-op. He and Smeet 

Mistry will now be co-project directors. Elliot Suiter has been the Assistant 

Mechanical Director for a while now, but has not made a formal appearance 

in the Sundial until now. Kennedy Fischer has taken charge of the business 

team because previous Business Director, Sarah Leahy, is on co-op. Jake 

Aunan, Assistant Electrical Director, will make his first appearance in the 

Sundial. Our newest Assistant Systems Director is Andrew Kraus. Lastly, 

Emma Onstad is the team’s Safety Director 

Smeet 

Emma 

Jake Andrew Elliot Kennedy 

Route: 

1. Omaha, NE (starting line) 

2. Grand Island, NE (checkpoint) 

3. Gering, NE (stage stop) 

4. Casper, WY (checkpoint) 

5. Lander, WY (stage stop) 

6. Farson, WY (checkpoint) 

7. Arco, ID (stage stop) 

8. Mountain Home, ID 
(checkpoint) 

9. Burns, OR (stage stop) 

10. Bend, OR (finish line) 



Project Director 
Smeet Mistry 

Hello PrISUm community! A lot has happened since December. My role on the 
team has been one of the changes, last semester I was the Assistant Project       
Director but since Ago has left on co-op, I have transitioned into the Project      
Director role. Last semester the team focused most of its energy on research and 
development of different design and manufacturing techniques, more effective 
uses of software simulation packages, and increasing the engagement of the 
Business and Design subteams. As this semester has kicked off, the team has 
transitioned into a mode of “doing.” We are hard at work finalizing the            
modifications Penumbra needs in order to race in the Formula Sun Grand Prix 
and the American Solar Challenge, preparing our initial concepts of P15, and still 
developing the Business and Design subteam to their full potential.  

But I just want to say, thank you. Thank you for being involved in our mission to 
change the future. Thank you for investing in our education and our                   
organization. None of this, Penumbra, our 29 years of history, or P15, would 
have been possible without you. With your help, I look forward to serving        
PrISUm Solar Car and its extremely supportive community this semester as the 
Project Director. I will strive to lead us, all of us, to success! 

Prior to taking a director’s position, Smeet was the battery pack 

lead and SunRun99 coordinator. Pictured is Smeet showing off 

the battery pack at a SunRun event! 



Mechanical Division 
Elliot Suiter 
The mechanical team has been hard at work with redesigns of P14 (Penumbra) to adapt for the 

American Solar Challenge this upcoming summer. These modifications include an increase in   

battery pack size, larger side-impact crush zones, and a stiffer rear suspension. This summer’s 

race crosses the Rocky Mountains from Nebraska to Oregon which will prove challenging for    

solar powered cars. Our planned battery changes will help us to go further every day, and to have 

enough power to make it up the mountains. Design work is well underway, and manufacturing is 

scheduled to start this month! While a number of members are working on Penumbra, others 

prepared for our external concept review on February 17th for our next car (P15). There were a 

number of aerodynamic concept designs which we are still iterating upon, deciding the strengths 

and weaknesses each will have in manufacturability, efficiency, and practicality. During the      

concept review, our members presented these pros and cons to the team and partners who had 

the opportunity to vote for the final concept which we will ultimately build. 

Electrical Division 
Jake Aunan 
The electrical team hit the ground running after returning from break and been hard at work 
since. Our new training plan will soon be underway to help onboard new members and teach 
everyone the skills they will need in the coming months. A lot work has also gone into modifying 
systems on Penumbra in preparation for the American Solar Challenge this summer. Many        
designs are now being finalized that optimize the current systems and allow us to meet              
regulations. Part of these modifications include a new dash display, and an increased battery 
pack to assist with the difficult rayce route in the summer. As Penumbra redesign gets closer to 
finished, focus is steadily shifting towards P15. In a few days, we will decide on an aero shell, and 
the electrical team will be ready to start plans for the new car. 



Systems Division 
Andrew Kraus 
The Systems Team has been working a lot with timeline management.  We learned with the 

last car that once you start slipping on deadlines it is very easy to snowball and get very far 

behind.  To try and remedy this we are starting early on our timeline, we have started going 

back through how long each task took us last year and trying to allocate the correct amount 

of time we will need for them this cycle, that way we can plan ahead and know how much 

time we will need for the tasks.  Communication has been key with talking between both   

mechanical and electrical teams to make sure that deadlines can coincide and one team is not 

bottlenecking the other.  We have also been working on increasing the involvement of      

strategy into the team and making sure we have a clear goal of what we want to accomplish 

and making sure that each decision aligns correctly with those goals, that way we can have a 

car that does exactly what we want it to accomplish come race time. 

Business Division 
Kennedy Fischer 
The Business Team has a lot to look forward to right now. We are solidifying a budgeting pro-

cess along with kickstarting our fundraising for the next car. Separating tasks into budgeting, 

fundraising, and marketing is a way that we are beginning to accomplish jobs. We hope to get 

the entire team involved in reaching out to companies and are even reaching out to recruit 

more business students. With more business students, we hope to grow the Business Team’s 

functions and responsibilities and also encourage all of the teams to use their skills and fully 

collaborate. Mixing the business timeline along with electrical and mechanical is the first step. 

This is a time of growth and excitement as we begin P15 and continue to fuel growth. 



PrISUm Member Spotlight 
Agostino LoBello 
Mechanical Engineering with a minor in Sales, Co-Project Director 
 
When and why did you join PrISUm? 
 I joined PrISUm for the same reason I chose to study Mechanical Engineering. I am committed to projects 
which are designed to better mankind as a whole. I want my hard work to go towards making people's lives 
better and PrISUm is one of the best ways for me to do that! 
 
What is your role in the organization? 
I am the Co-President of PrISUm Solar Car for this academic year. In the past I have held multiple roles 
including Dynamics Project Lead and Interim Vice President. 
 
What is the best part about PrISUm? 
The best part of PrISUm is that it gives our members the opportunity to not only utilize the concepts learned in 

the classroom but go that extra mile. We have the opportunity to work with truly cutting-edge technology and 

become the experts of that technology on campus. 

Yana Aleksandrova 
Computer Engineering, Electrical Team, Treasurer 
 
When and why did you join PrISUm? 
I joined PrISUm in my first semester as a freshmen. I joined PrISUm because I wanted to apply my 
engineering skills learned in class to a real world experience out of the classroom. I wanted to actually be 
able to do hands on work to create a super cool project, and Solar Car was the perfect fit.  
 
What is your role in the organization? 
I am currently the treasurer for PrISUm, and I am also a member of the electrical team. I manage money and 
everything that goes along with that, and in the past. I have worked on external charge on the electrical 
side. 
 
What is the best part about PrISUm? 
My favorite part of PrISUm is the amount of things I learn just from being thrown into tasks, and also gaining a lot 

of professional exposure as an engineer. 

Nathan Vaughn 
Aerospace Engineering, Mechanical Team 
 
When and why did you join PrISUm? 
I joined as soon as I came to Iowa State. I wanted to be part of a club, and I had heard of the solar car team 
before. I lived just outside Austin, Texas before coming to Iowa State, and had seen the team place first at 
Formula Sun at the Circuit of the Americas. 
 
What is your role in the organization? 
I work a lot with software development, our CAD management system, and some mechanical design work. 
 
What is the best part about PrISUm? 
The best thing about PrISUm is really building a car of the future. You can’t do that in a lot of places, but here we 

truly can do everything we want to do. 



Platinum 

Thank You to Our Partners 

Gold 

Premier 



Silver 

Bronze  

TPI Composites, Deluxe Machine and MFG, Central Iowa Machine Inc., Iowa Space Grant 

Consortium, Evan Stumpges, George White—Ames, HNI HON Allsteel, Ciras, Iowa State 

University—Extension and Outreach, Joe and LuAnn Meyers, Polynt Composites 

Cardinal  

Airtech, AirexBaltekBanova, Grimm Brothers, DOW, Engineering Student Council, Molex, 

Vectorply, Bodycote, Sinned Customs, Caterpillar, Arnold Motor Supply, PPG,               

Rapid Reproductions, RE:3D, Digi-Key, and Mid-American Energy 

Community 

Bittele, Apps4Rent, Liberty Anodizing, Workiva, National Electronic Alloys, Linear         

Technology, VMware Foundation, Sevde Self Storage, Gorilla Glue, Current Ways,     

Douglas and Muriel Gifford, Steven and Lynn Goode, Charley Klima, Edward Cramer, Paul 

Gates and Marie Franchett, Dale and Judith Van Zante, Denny’s Vents and Things, Alan 

Johnson, Mr. Timothy Lass, Mr. Douglas and Mrs. Susan Maass, Mr. Jeffrey McClenathan, 

John Dunn, Gary and Connie Kent, Eric Weflen, Margo Works, Mike Kiester, Jeff Benz 

(The Solar Consultants), Sandra Widmar, Charles Kiester, William and Sonya Burtnett, 

Dee Dreeszen, Eric and Ann Wilson, West Ames Hy-Vee, Vicor, Ronald and Jane     

Brownlee, American Waterjet Cutting, Convestro, Elizabeth Hunter, Jill and Dan Mallek, 

Marian Houseman, Susan Wiegand, Michael Gorman, Steven and Christine Tubbs, Linda 

and Dave Swift, Mark Hermann, and John Nolan 


